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Picard groups of multiplicative invariants

Martin Lorenz*

Abstract. Let S kA denote the group algebra of a finitely generated free abehan group A
over the field k and let G be a finite subgroup of GL(A) Then G acts on S by means of the
unique extension of the natural GL(yl)-action on A We determine the Picard group Pica of
the algebra of invariants R SG As an application, we produce new polycychc group algebras
with nontnvial torsion in Ko
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1. Introduction

It appears to be unknown whether all finitely generated projective modules over
rings of invariants for rational linear actions of reductive algebraic groups on affine

space A" over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 are stably free, or
even free (cf [Kr], Problem 5 1) For finite groups, stable freeness has recently
been established by M Holland [Ho] in the special case where the underlying
representation decomposes into fixed point free and trivial constituents only Our
goal here is to show that, for multiplicative actions of finite groups, the analog of
Kraft's question has a negative answer In fact, we determine the Picard group
Pic R of multiplicative invariant rings R and exhibit examples where it is nontnvial
As is well-known [K] (or see § 2 3 below), the latter cannot happen for linear
actions

Specifically, let S kA denote the group algebra of a finitely generated free
abehan group A over the field k and let G be a finite subgroup of GL(A), acting
on S by means of the fc-lmear extension of the natural action on A Working
under the assumption that the order of G is nonzero in k, we show that the Picard
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group Pic R of the invariant algebra R SG measures the extent to which the
1-cohomology H (G, A) fails to be detected by the cyclic subgroups of G, to wit:

Theorem. Piciî f|cKer (Resc : H^G,^) -> H^G^Y where C runs over
the cyclic subgroups of G.

A systematic search of the groups G arising from lattices A of rank at most 4,
conducted with the aid of the crystallographic groups library in GAP [Sch], reveals
that Piciî is seldom nontrivial, but such cases do occur: 2 for ikA 3 (out of a
total of 73), and 9 (out of 710) for rkA 4.

Two noteworthy facts about Piciî are as follows. First, Piciî survives the
Cartan map Kq{R) —s- Gq{R) via its canonical embedding into the class group
CAR (see § 3.6). Thus, our findings show that, other than in the case of linear
invariants (see the Appendix), the image of the Cartan map for multiplicative
invariants is not necessarily generated by the classes of free modules. Second, we
show in § 3.7 that Pic R is always a subquotient of the torsion subgroup of Kq (kT),
where F denotes the semidirect product A x G. Thus our examples give rise to
new polycyclic-by-finite groups F such that Ko(kT) has nontrivial torsion, the
only instance of this kind known hitherto being a construction due to Kropholler
and Moselle [KM]. The (multiplicative) invariant algebras R coming from the
Kropholler-Moselle groups actually have a trivial Picard group; so Piciî is not
solely responsible for torsion in Ko(kT).

The first part of the article, Section 2, deals quite generally with actions of
finite groups on arbitrary commutative rings S, assuming only that the every
invariant is a trace. We give an account, without proofs, of the description of
the Picard group of the invariant ring. Couched in geometric terms (and working
over an algebraically closed base field of characteristic 0), all this can be found in
[Kr] and [DMV], even for rational actions of reductive algebraic groups, and we
have simply transfigured this material into a ring theoretic setting suitable for our
purposes. Section 3 is then devoted entirely to multiplicative actions and contains
the aforementioned results.

2. Picard groups

2.1. Throughout this section, S will be a ring and G will be a finite group acting
by automorphisms on S, written s \-^ s9. Furthermore,

R SG will denote the ring of G-invariants in S, and
T S*G will be the skew group ring of G over S.

Thus T is an associative ring containing S as a subring, and G is a subgroup
of U(T), the group of units of T. The elements of G form a free basis of T as

right A-module. Multiplication in T is based on the rule ga ¦ hb ghahb for
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a, b G S, g, h G G The rmg S becomes an iî-T-bimodule via

r a gb ra9b (r G R, a, b G S, jgG)
We will work under the standing hypothesis that the trace map tr S —> R, s i—s-

J^ eG ss is surjective or, equivalently

There exists an element x G S with tr(x) 1. (*)

This entails in particular that St is projective Moreover, letting )G denote
G-invariants, the functors

proj-fl add(Sr), E(Q)=Q®RST, F{P)=PG

yield inverse equivalences of the category of finitely generated projective (right)
iî-modules proj-I? with the full subcategory add(SV) of proj-T consisting of the
direct summands of the modules S'y for n > 0 (e g [Ho], §2 2)

2.2. The G-Picard group of S

For the remainder of this section, we assume that S is commutative, and MaxS*
will denote the set of maximal ideals of S For each 3JT G Max S*, we let GT(9Jt)
{g G G ss - s G OT for all s G S} denote the inertia group of WÏ and (S/WÏ)* the
nonzero elements of S/ÏÏJÏ Furthermore, we let

Pica S

denote the set of isomorphism classes of those finitely generated T-modules P
that are mvertible as S-modules, that is, Pgjj Syx holds for all 3JT G Max S* (cf
[Ba], p 132) These modules are projective over S, and hence over T as well, by
virtue of hypothesis (*) (eg [H], Proposition A 1) The tensor product (gig makes

Picg S an abelian group with identity element St Here, the G-action on a tensor
product X ®s Y of T-modules is diagonal (x <g> y)g xg (g) yg Following [Kr]
§7 (see also [DMV]), we now describe certain maps between Pice S and various
related groups
• Most obviously, restricting operators from T to S (forgetting the G-operation)

yields a group homomorphism Pice S -^ Pic S whose image is clearly contained
in the invariants (PicS*)0 of the canonical operation of G on Vic S Thus we
have

a VicG S ^ (Vic S)G

• Next, restricting the functor E proj-iî —s- add(SV) of § 2 1 to projectives of
rank 1 over R, we obtain a group monomorphism
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• By general principles (e.g., [J]), the cohomology group H (G,\J(S)) classifies
the T-module structures on S which extend the regular action of S on itself:
Every derivation (1-cocycle) d : G —s- V(S) gives rise to a T-module structure
Sd on S via a- gb a9d(g)b (a,b G S, g £ G). Conversely, if • is any T-module
operation on S extending the regular S-module structure, then d(g) 1 • g (g G

G) defines a derivation d G Der(G, 11(5*)) so that (S,-) Sa- The assignment
d h-> Sd passes down to a map S : H (G,IJ(S)) —> Pic a S which fits into an
exact sequence

1 -> R1(G,l](S)) -^ PicGS -^ (PicS)G

Similarly, there is a map

p: PicG S ^ H R1(GT(Tl),(S/Tir)
one Max s

obtained by sending the isomorphism class of P to the element whose 9Jt-compo-
nent is the isomorphism class of P/PÏÏJÏ as module over S*GT(ÜJl) via restriction
from T S*G. Inasmuch as P/PWl ^ S/Wl as S/Wl-modules, the S*GT(Wl)-
module structure on P/PTl corresponds to an element of H1(GT(OT), (S/Wl)*).

The foregoing explains most of the following Proposition. For exactness of the
second sequence at Pice S, see [Kr] or [DMV].

Proposition. There are exact sequences

1 -> H1(G,U(S')) -^ PicGS -^ (PicS1)0

and

one Max s
The composite p o ö is the product {/Ogjl} of the maps

pm :H1(G,U(S')) -^R1(GT(Tt),l](S))
the first map being restriction and the second coming from the canonical map
U(5) -^ (S/Tl)* and the isomorphism H1(GT(OT), (S/Tl)*) ^ Hom(G<T(OT),

(S/M)*).

2.3. PicEtrd groups of invariants

In the special case where (PicS*)0 is trivial, we deduce from Proposition 2.2 that

P| Kevpm
OTeMaxS

In particular, if G GT(m) for some maximal ideal m of S such that V(S) —>

(S/m)* is an isomorphism, then p^ji is an isomorphism as well and so Piciî 1.

This applies, for example, to linear actions of G on polynomial algebras, taking
m the ideal generated by the variables ([K]).
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3. Multiplicative actions

3.1. We fix the following notations, specializing the setting of § 2.1.

A will denote a (multiplicative) free abelian group of finite rank,
S will be the group algebra kA of A over the field k, and
G will be a finite subgroup of GL(A).

Then G acts as a group of A;-algebra automorphisms on S by means of the unique
extension of the natural G-action on A. Actions of this type are called multiplicative

actions. The notations T, R, etc. of § 2.1 remain in effect. Our hypothesis on
surjectivity of the trace map is equivalent with the requirement that \G\ ^ 0 in k,
which will be assumed throughout.

3.2. Following [BrL] we put, for each g G G,

(s-s9:seS)
the ideal of S that is generated by all elements s — s9. Writing [A,g] for the
subgroup of A consisting of the elements [a,g] a~^a9, we have the following
simple

Lemma.
(i) For each M G Max S, g G GT(Wl) if and only if WID I(g).
(ii) /((?) is the kernel of the canonical map S kA —» kA/[A, g\. In particular,

I(g) is semiprime.

Proof, (i) is evident.
(ii). The first assertion is a consequence of the fact that I(g) can clearly also be

written as I(g) (a — a9 : a G A) ([a,g] — 1 : a G A). So S/I(g) is isomorphic
with the group algebra kA/[A,g] and, in order to prove semiprimeness, we must
show that the order of the torsion subgroup of .A/[.A, <;] is nonzero in k (cf. [P],
Theorems 4.2.12/13). But, letting 7 denote the endomorphism a \-^ Ylxe(g) a'X °^

A, the torsion subgroup of A/[A, g] is (Ker7) /[A, g] H ((g), A), a finite abelian

group whose exponent divides the order of g. Our assertion now follows from the
fact that \G\ ^ 0 in k. D

3.3. Theorem. Picfl f|c Ker (Resc : H^G,^) -> H^C^Y where C runs

over the cyclic subgroups of G.

Proof. First, S is a UFD, so Pic S 1 and § 2.3 yields

Picfl= P| Ker pan

OTeMaxS
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Next, S has only "trivial" units, U(S') k* x A. Hence,

H1(G,U(S')) Yil{G,A) x Hom(G,A;*)

Moreover, for the augmentation ideal 10S (a — 1 : a G A) of S, the map
puS ¦ H1(G,U(S')) -> Rom(GT(ujS),(S/ujS)*) Hom(G,A;*) is trivial on H^G, A)
and the identity on Hom(G,A;*). Therefore,

Pic R P Ker rm
one Max s

where rgjj denotes the restriction of pgjj to H (G, A). Writing cl(d) for the class of
the derivation d G Der(G,A) in H (G, A), we have

c\(d) G P Ker rm -^> VOT G Max 5 V# G GT(Tl) :

OTeMaxS

^V9eG: %)-lG p S

OTeMaxS

The second and the third of the above equivalences follow from Lemma 3.2(i) and
(ii), respectively, and the last statement asserts that, for all g G G, the restriction
of cA(d) to (g) is trivial in H ((g), A), which completes the proof of the theorem.D

3.4. Alternative description

The cohomology group H (G, A) can be written as follows:

where ~ : A —> A A/An is the canonical map and n \G\ is the order of G (or
any multiple). The above isomorphism follows from the cohomology sequence for

1 —s- A —> A —> A—>1 which starts with

1 y AG y AG -^-^ A° y R\G,A) }"=°: R\G,A)

(e.g., [B], §15.5). Explicitly, the cohomology class that is associated with the

A is the class of the derivatii

da : G -> A, g^ ^/[a, g]

element a,An G A for a G A is the class of the derivation
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In these terms, the restriction map Resjï H (G, A) —s- H (G, A) is simply the

map
~ÂG I AG ~ÂC I AC

that is afforded by the inclusions A ÇA and AG Ç Ac This leads to the
following easily programmeable description of Pic R

PicR f f] A°\ /W
^ C<G ' '

C cyclic

3.5. Relationship with the class group

For general reasons (e g [F], Cor 18 3), Pic I? embeds into the class group Cll?
of R The latter group has been determined in [L]

C\R Rom(G/N,k*)®B1(G/D,AD)
where N denotes the subgroup of G that is generated by all reflections in G and D
the subgroup generated by the reflections that are diagonalizable over Z An
explicit embedding Piciî ^ Cll? can be realized as follows The term H1(G/i), AD)

is canomcally isomorphic with Ç\H Ker ^Resg H1 (G, A) -> H1 (H, A)) where H
runs over the subgroups of G that are generated by a Z-diagonahzable reflection
[L], proof of Theorem 2 5) As all these occur among the subgroups G in Theorem

3 3, there is an obvious inclusion (strict, in general)

PicRCR1(G/D,AD)

3.6. The Cartan map

For any integrally closed commutative Noethenan domain TZ, the embedding
Pic TZ ^ Cl TZ that was referred to m § 3 5 is part of a commutative diagram
involving the Cartan map c-jz Kq(TZ) —s- Go (TZ)

K0(TZ)/Z[TZ] -^-
onto

I

via or.

G0(TZ)/Z[TZ] > C\TZ
onto

The map det is described in [Ba], p 466 and the map Gq(TZ)/Z[TZ] -» CITZ is as

in [Bou], p 69 Commutativity of the diagram is a consequence of [Bou], Exercise
12(b), p 108

In view of this diagram, the examples of multiplicative invariants R with non-
trivial Pic R which we will exhibit m § 3 8 also have the property that Im cr is

strictly larger than 7L\R\ This is in contrast with the case of linear invariants R,
where one always has Im cr 7L\R\ (See the Appendix
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3.7. Torsion in Kq of some polycyclic group algebras

Note that, in the setting of § 3.1,

T kT, the group algebra of the semidirect product F A x G over k.

Thus F is a polycyclic-by-flnite group. We will use our observations about the
Cartan map cr in § 3.6 to show:

Proposition. Pic I? is a suhquotient of the torsion subgroup of Kq(T).

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:

Ko(R)

That this diagram is indeed commutative is a consequence of our remarks about
the functors E and F in § 2.1. Our assumption on \G\ implies that T is regular,
and so ct is an isomorphism. (By [BrL], Cor. 1.3, one further knows that the G-
flxed point map )G : Gq(T) —> Gq(R) is surjective, but this will not be essential
here.) Our goal is to establish the following

Claim. Im</> Z[Sr] © T for some finite subgroup T of Kq(T).

Granting this for now, we conclude that the image of the map cTr : Kq(R)/Z[R] —

Gq(R)/Z[R] that was considered in § 3.6 is identical with the image of T in
Gq(R)/Z[R]. Thus, Imcfi is a subquotient of the torsion subgroup of Kq{T).
Moreover, from the diagram in § 3.6 we infer that Piciî is a subquotient of Imci,
whence the proposition.

To prove the claim, note that Kq{S) Z-[S]. Hence Kq{T) Z[ST]eKer Res£
and Im</> Z[Sr] © J7, where T Im</> n KerRes^. To prove that T is finite,
we consider the canonical map T : T kT —s- T k[T/B] for a suitable normal
subgroup B of F. Specifically, following [BrL2], we can choose B to be a subgroup
of A such that the quotient F T/B (A/B) x G has the following properties:

(1) F is finite and its order divides a power of \G\, and

(2) the map Kq(~) : Kq(T) -> Kq(T) has a finite kernel.
We briefly indicate the relevant results from [BrL2], using the notation and

terminology of that article: The construction of B is given in [BrL2] §1.7 (where F
is denoted G). Property (2) is a consequence of fullness of the functor !F{~) :

JF(F) —s- JF(F) between the Frobenius categories of finite subgroups of F and F.

Indeed, putting X {X \ X G -^(F)} as in [BrL2] §1.6, we have a commutative
diagram
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K0(kX)

onto
v

Ko(kT) > Ko(kT)

with all maps the obvious induction homomorphisms. The fact that the map on
top is an isomorphism is [BrL2], Lemma 1.6(i). The map on the left is surjective,
by Moody's induction theorem [M], and the map on the right has a finite kernel,
by [BrL2], Proposition 1.8. Consequently, the bottom map has a finite kernel as

well, whence (2).
Thus it suffices to show that Kq(~) annihilates T. But f kf S*G, and

so we have an analogous map </>=(.) <g>~ T : Kq(R) —? Kq(T), where R SG.

(This is the same as the image of R under 7, by surjectivity of the trace map.)

Furthermore, Xo(~) sends T Im</> l~l KerRes^ to Im</> l~l KerRes—, and so we

are reduced to showing that the latter intersection is trivial. However, Res~o</> is

identical with the induction map Ind~ : Kq(R) —s- Kq(S), and this map is injective,ri
since R and S are commutative Artinian rings with R Ç S. This completes the
proof of the proposition. D

3.8. Computations in dimension < 4

A search of the crystallographic groups library of GAP produced the following
results.
3.8.1. Dimension 2. All multiplicative invariants R for rk A 2 have trivial Picard
group. This is easy to see directly: Since SL2(Z) acts fixed point freely on Z2,
we have A° 0 for every nontrivial cyclic subgroup C Ç SL(.A). Consequently,
Piciî 1 if G intersects SL(j4) nontrivially. In the opposite case, G is cyclic,
having order at most 2, and so Pic R 1 again.
3.8.2. Dimension 3. Among the 73 conj ugacy classes of finite subgroups of GL3 (Z),
it turns out, 2 lead to an invariant algebra R with nontrivial Picard group. These
classes are represented by the groups G\ (x,y) =6*2x6*2 and G<i (x,y,z)

/0 -1 1\ /0 1 -1\ /0 0 1\
A4, where x= 0 -1 0 ,y= 1 0 -1 and z 1 0 0 In both

\1 -1 0/ \0 0 -1/ \0 1 0/
cases, Piciî has order 2. Note that G\ is a normal subgroup of G%. An explicit
isomorphism Pic S°2 -^^ Pic SGl is afforded by the restriction map H (G2, A) -^^
Yil{Gi,A)Gi (note that AGi =0). We remark that Cl5Gi Z/(2)eZ/(2)eZ/(4)
andC15G2 Z/(3) 0 Z/(4).
3.8.3. Dimension 4- The 710 conjugacy classes of finite subgroups of GL4(Z)
altogether include 9 whose invariant algebra has a nontrivial Picard group, of
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order 2 in all cases The above two rank 3 groups G directly account for 4 of
G \ (G \these has invariant algebra iî[X±1] and leads to i?[X],

both with the same Picard group (and class group) as R (cf [Ba], Props III 7 17

and III 7 19)

4. Appendix: The Cartan map for linear actions

The purpose of this short Appendix is to substantiate the claim, made m § 3 6,

that for invariants R of linear actions, the image of the Cartan map cr is generated
by the classes of the free iî-modules We will use the following notations

V will denote a finite-dimensional vector space over the field k,
S will be the symmetric algebra S(V), and
G will be a finite subgroup of GL(V) with \G\ ^ 0 in k

We consider the G-action by fc-algebra automorphisms on S obtained by extending
the natural action on V The remaining notations R, T, etc are as m § 2 1

Proposition. ImcR Z[R]

Proof The proof is a greatly simplified version of the proof of Proposition 3 7 whose
notation we employ here It suffices to show that Im</> Z[SV] and, exactly
as in the proof of Proposition 3 7, one certainly has Im </> Z[SV] © T, where

T Im 4> n Ker Res^ To prove that T 0, consider the map T S*G —s- f
kG which sends V to 0 By Quillen's induction theorem ([Q], Theorem 7), the
corresponding map Kq{~) is an isomorphism On the other hand, a trivial variant
of the argument used in the proof of Proposition 3 7, with R S k, shows that
Kq{~) annihilates T, whence T 0 D
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